
Duration TEK Concept/ Unit Key Understanding Materials/Resources Assessment Stem 

Activities Used

FIRST Physical Education/Movement
NINE WEEKS: Fundamental Movement

Demonstrate an awareness of personal and general space *Practice moving in various directions and levels Musical Hoops L=Where are the boundary lines?

while moving at different directions and levels such as high, (high, medium, low) in large groups using different Trick or Treat Tag M= What direction do your eyes and belly button face?

medium, and low. (1.1A) locomotor skills (sliding, crawling, walking, hopping, Airplanes H=Create your own plan of avoidance. 

etc.) without bumping into others or falling.

Demonstrate proper foot patterns in hopping, jumping, *Participate in partner activities such as leading and Indoor Track L: How would you __________?

skipping, leaping, galloping, and sliding. (1.1B) following movements, mirroring, fleeing and River and Stones/Bridges M: Give a reason why____?

chasing, tagging, and performing skills with/without H: Have you considered_________?

signal. Incorporate the freeze component.

Demonstrate control in balancing and traveling *Apply body management skills in activities such as ONGOING L: What happens when _________?

activities. (1.1C) balancing on single and multiple body parts, Back to Back Tag M: How would you_____?

balancing for a specific amount of time, maintaining H: How did you decide to_____?

personal space while moving.

Demonstrate the ability to work with a partner such as *Practice the ability to work cooperatively in Shadows (Sports Skills L: Whose turn is it and why? 

leading and following. (1.1D) activities, such as follow the leader, using Dribbling, Passing) M: What happens if you go out of turn? 

locomotor skills and shadowing with a partner. H: How do you decide____?

Demonstrate on cue key elements in overhand throw, *Demonstrate throwing and catching skills with a Throwing and Catching Station L: How would you __________?

underhand throw, and catch. (1.1H) variety of objects (bean bags, fleece balls, etc.) M: Give a reason why____?

such as tossing to yourself and underhand and H: Have you considered_________?

overhand toss to a designated target.

Applies Movement Concepts

Recognize that motor skill development requires correct *Recognize that motor skill development requires Introductory to skills L: Can you tell ___?

practice. (1.2A) correct practice such as modeling correct body Noodle Hockey M: Give a reason why____?

position/skills, changing skill practice as a result of Volleyball Skills H: Why is it important to ____?

corrective feedback and following instruction.

Demonstrate a base of support and explain how it *Discuss a base of support and how to transfer body Gymnastics Activities L: Why did ____?

affects balance. (1.2B) weight such as shifting balance from two feet to one M: How would you gain control?

foot, using arms out to side, selecting a focal point, H: Explain the steps to transfer___.

making bridges from different body parts.

Physical Education/Activity/Health

Physically-Active Lifestyle

Participate in moderate to vigorous physical activities *Establish a daily fitness routine using moderate to Cardio Warm up L: What makes this a moderate to vigorous activity? 

on a daily basis that cause increased heart rate, breathing vigorous physical activities such as walking, Hospital Tag M: Name some places to take your pulse.

rate, and perspiration. (1.3B) cycling, jogging and playing sport activities to Clean the Gym H: How do you figure out the data gathered from

increase heart rate, breathing and perspiration rate. Toxic Blast taking your pulse? 

Participate in appropriate exercises for flexibility in *Demonstrate correct techniques to develop flexibility Warm up Exercises

shoulders, legs, and trunk. (1.3C) such as shoulder stretch, sit and reach and trunk lift.

Lift and support his/her own weight in selected actvities *Execute activities that promote muscular strength Crab Soccer

that develop muscular strength and endurance of the and endurance such as scooter activities, crab Warm up Exercises

arms, shoulders, abdomen, back and legs such as walk, bear walk, stationary push-ups and squats.

as hanging, hopping, and jumping. (1.3D)

Safety Practices

Use equipment and space safely and properly. (1.5A) *Use equipment and space properly including listen Intro to Gym Procedures

and follow directions, use equipment for its PE Rules

specified design, respect space of others when they Noodle Hockey

are using equipment, take care of and respect equipment.

Describe the importance of protective equipment in *Identify and describe the importance of proper attire Build a Safe Rider

preventing injury such as helmets, elbow/knee pads, wrist that promotes participation and prevents injury such

guards, proper shoes, and clothing. (1.5B) as helmets, elbow/knee pads, wrist guards, proper

shoes and clothing, closed toe/closed heal rubber

sole shoes, shorts/pants under dresses and skirts,

removal of jewelry in physical education,

recreational activities, and on playgrounds.

Describe and demonstrate appropriate reactions to *Understand when to use 911, to find an adult, not to Rescue 911 Game

emergency situations common to physical activity settings move an injured person and to identify strangers.

1st Grade Physical Education



such as universal safety precautions, and calling 911. (1.5E)

Physical Education/Social Development

Structured Physical Activities

Demonstrate starting and stopping signals. (1.6A) *Demonstrate the importance of practicing good Whistle Mixer

sportsmanship, following class rules and safety practices Sneakers and Chasers

Explain boundaries and rules for simple games. 1.6B) *Play within designated areas marked by cones, Intro to Gym Procedures

lines, etc., while participating in physical activities. Dribble Tag

Social Skills

Follow directions and apply safe movement practices. (1.7A) *Demonstrate the importance of practicing good Intro to Gym Procedures

sportsmanship, following class rules and safety practices Sneakers and Chasers

Interact, cooperate, and respect others. (1.7B) *Use kind words and actions while participating with Social Skills-ongoing

others in group activities such as stations, Switcheroo 

cooperative games and activities.

Resolve conflicts in socially acceptable ways such as *Implement steps to solve problems: Social Skills-ongoing

talking and asking the teacher for help. (1.7C) 1. Ignore. Noodle Hockey

2. Move away. Bean Bag Tag

3. Use your words like please stop.

4. Ask teacher for help.

SECOND Physical Education /Movement

NINE WEEKS: Fundamental Movement

Clap in time to a simple rhythmic beat. (1.1E) *Listen and clap to a simple rhythmic beat. Ba Ba Bones

Create and imitate movement in response to selected *Express themselves with creative movement to The Globe

rhythms. (1.1F) music such as through stories and shadowing,

mimicking animals, shapes, and letters.

Jump a long rope. (1.1G) *Participate in long jump rope activities such as Jump rope Unit

jumping over stationary long rope and jumping over

a snake rope.

Physical Education/Activity/Health

Physical Activity Factors

Distinguish between active and inactive lifestyles. (1.4A) *Identify the differences between active and inactive Produce Party

lifestyles including riding bicycles and brisk walking,

as opposed to video and computer games.

Describe the location and function of the heart. (1.4B) *Recognize that the heart is a muscle which moves Heart Power:

the blood throughout the body. www.americanheart.org/heartpower

THIRD Physical Education/Activity/Health

NINE WEEKS: Physical Activity Lifestyles

Describe how muscles and bones work together to *Explain that the skeleton is the frame of the body Skeleton Game

produce movement. (1.4C) and the muscles move the frame.

Describe food as a source of energy. (1.4D) *Discuss that food provides energy for the body. Treasure Hunt

Explain the negative effects of smoking, lack of sleep, *Discuss the implications of the following: 1) the No Smoking Tag

and poor dietary habits on physical performance and on the effects of smoking on the heart and lung and links French Fry Tag

body. (1.4E) to cancer; 2) the effects of lack of sleep on daily life

performance; 3) the effects of poor diet on the body

such as lack of energy and weak body.

FOURTH Physical Education/Activity/Health

NINE WEEKS: Physically Active Lifestyles

Describe and select physical activities that provide *Name outside activities that promote enjoyment and Snowball Fling

opportunities for enjoyment and challenge. (1.3A) challenge such as youth sport leagues, dancing, Ant Tag

gymnastics and karate.

Safety Practices

Describe how to protect himself/herself from harmful *Explain how to protect himself/herself from harmful Slip - Slap - Slop 

effects of the sun. (1.5C) effects of the sun such as the using of sun screen,

wearing light color clothing and hat, and drinking

water.

List water safety rules and demonstrate simple *Identify water safety rules such as not to swim Water Safety 

extension rescue. (1.5D) alone, not to go in water for rescue; and Rescue Relay

demonstrate proper reach and throw rescue.

http://www.americanheart.org/heartpower

